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2011
We study energy-efficient power allocation among relays for lifetime maximization
in a dual-hop relay network operated by amplify-and-forward relays with battery
limitations. Power allocation algorithms are proposed for three different scenarios.
First, we study the relay cooperation case where all the relays jointly support
transmissions for a targeted data rate. By exploring the correlation of time-varying
relay channels, we develop a prediction-based relay cooperation method for optimal
power allocation strategy to improve the relay network lifetime over existing methods
that do not predict the future channel state, or assume the current channel state
remains static in the future.
Next, we consider energy-efficient relay selection for the single source-destination
case. Assuming finite transmission power levels, we propose a stochastic shortest path
approach which gives the optimal relay selection decision to maximize the network
lifetime. Due to the high computational complexity, a suboptimal prediction-based
relay selection algorithm, directly coming from previous problem, is created.
Finally, we extend our study to multiple source-destination case, where relay se-
lection needs to be determined for each source-destination pair simultaneously. The
network lifetime in the presence of multiple source-destination pairs is defined as the
longest time when all source-destination pairs can maintain the target transmission
rate. We design relay-to-destination mapping algorithms to prolong the network life-
ii
time. They all aim at maximizing the perceived network lifetime at the current time
slot. The optimal max-min approach and suboptimal user-priority based approach
are proposed with different levels of computational complexity.
Index Terms - Energy-efficient relay cooperation, power allocation, lifetime max-
imization, amplify-and-forward, prediction-based relay cooperation, single source-
destination, stochastic shortest path, prediction-based relay selection, multiple source-
destination, max-min approach, user-priority based approach.
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With fast-speed development, modern wireless communication techniques have found
universal applications in all facets of human life, either for civilian or for military
use. For civilian applications, real-time, high-quality, reliable and long-lifetime com-
munication devices have been increasingly demanding; for military applications, all
manner of sonar and radar equipment have been developed based on modern wireless
theories.
One of the central issues of wireless communications is the fading (e.g. reverber-
ation in oceanic acoustics communications), which is the main factor that greatly
deteriorates the signal quality. So far, substantial research has been done and smart
techniques have been established. The most remarkable has to be diversity techniques
which play a vital role to combat fading. In particular, in cellular communications,
diversity is implemented in different realizations; for instance, spatial, pattern and
polarization diversity.
On the basis of spatial diversity theory, relaying techniques have been created,
which make it possible for much longer distance transmission. Instead of directly
transmitting signals from source to destination, a number of relays are spatially de-
ployed to cooperatively help the transmission, re-amplifying the signal, boosting the
1
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Figure 1.1: A model of multi-hop network
received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and hence drastically improving network perfor-
mance.
1.1 Cooperative Relay Network
Conventionally, the receiver decodes the signal solely relying on the direct message
from the transmitter. Generally known, fading channel conditions are associated
with the source-destination distance d. With the increase of transmission distance,
the channels are getting worse with higher probability to fall into deep fade, which
leads to the failure of communication due to the significant drop of received Signal-
to-Noise Ratio(SNR). In this case, successful transmission cannot be maintained for
a target data rate requirement.
In order to boost the received SNR and improve the robustness against fading,
multi-hop relaying technique is introduced, shown in Figure 1.1. The main idea behind
it is that the same message is transmitted through independent fading channels and
the received signals are coherently decoded from the combination of all the relaying
paths and the direct path. If one of the relaying paths happens to experience deep
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fade, others may be able to support the uninterrupted transmission. The failure of
transmission happens when all the relaying paths experience deep fade simultaneously.
Unlike the conventional single hop network where all the signals from relays are
viewed as interference, the cooperative technique considers all the relaying signals as
contributions. By cooperatively supporting the transmission, the required received
SNR can be satisfied and therefore the diversity gain can be achieved.
There are three main relaying strategies: amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-
forward (DF) and compress-and-forward (CF).
1. In the AF protocol, the received signals at relays are processed by being re-
amplified and then forwarded to the destination.
2. In the DF protocol, the received signals are decoded, and are send to the des-
tination.
3. In the CF protocol, the received signals are compressed, and then are forwarded
to the destination.
Both DF and CF protocols require additional hardware support for the signal pro-
cessing at each relay, which leads to more implementation complexity. On the other
hand, they have better performance compared with the AF protocol.
1.2 Energy-Aware Power Allocation
While cooperative relaying has emerged as a powerful technique in wireless networks,
a critical issue has arisen – optimal power allocation (OPA). In a few cooperation relay
applications, this issue may not be urgent to the relay stations with continued power
supply from the power grid. However, this situation is very rare and impractical since
a number of relays are usually spatially separated and can barely be directly supplied
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by the power grid. More often than not, it is likely that the stand-alone relay stations
are far from the main power grid, thus they have to be self-supplied by batteries.
Because of this energy-limited feature, the OPA needs to be energy-efficient among
relays for a much longer data transmission duration. Due to energy-limited devices
and cumulative demands of longer uninterrupted communications, specifically in ad-
hoc networks, energy-efficient PA strategy is essential to prolong network lifetime.
In a stand-alone relay network (i.e., cellular network), a preexisting infrastructure
(e.g., base station) serves as the support of transmission between nodes which only
transmit or receive signals from base stations without re-forwarding signals to other
nodes. On the other hand, in a ad-hoc network, nodes are battery-operated with very
limited energy and not only serve as terminals (e.g., transceivers), but also participate
in routing signals to others. From this point of view, it can be seen the importance
of energy-efficient PA strategy for a much longer network lifetime.
Although many efforts have been made in the optimal resource allocation for
communication systems, studies on the maximization of the network lifetime have so
far been scant. Some of the recent work in this realm still need to be revisited and
further studies are also required. The value of this work is to probe into the optimal
strategies and algorithms for network lifetime maximization with different scenarios.
1.3 Related Work
The three-terminal relay channel model was initially introduced by van der Meulen [1]
as one of the foundations of relaying model. Further research on relay channel capacity
was conducted and related multiple-user information theory was carefully studied
in [1, 2]. In [3–5], two basic relaying protocols - AF and DF - were created and
the maximization of cooperative diversity was analyzed under the metric of outage
performance.
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Based on the established fundamental results, research interests have been at-
tracted to the issue of power allocation (PA) in relaying networks, for achieving
performance requirements under given design metrics (e.g. outage probability, data
rate or symbol/bit error rate). Considerable efforts have been devoted to developing
centralized-fashion PA algorithms for single-relay cooperation under a total power
constraint.
In [6–8], PA strategies are created for a given transmit power constraint, where
the outage probability is used as the performance metric. In [6], the upper and lower
bounds of outage probability of a three-terminal relay channel were studied, as well as
the impact of power allocation on performance. An opportunistic DF protocol [7] was
invented to achieve dynamic resource allocation to minimize the outage probability.
In [8], a sub-optimal power allocation - equal power allocation (EPA), with channel
selection, was designed to minimize the outage probability subject to a total power
constraint. In [9–12], system capacity or data rate is another metric upon which
power control algorithms are designed. In [9], the optimal power allocation and relay
selection are analyzed for maximizing the system capacity under both AF and DF
protocols. In [10], the author studied optimum AF bandwidth and optimum power
allocation among AF nodes in order to obtain achievable rates. For a single-relay
OFDM system, optimal power solutions [12] are developed in high SNR regime for
maximizing capacity and minimizing bit error rate. Error rate is also commonly used
as design criterion [12–14] in power allocation problems. In [14], both OPA and EPA
were investigated to minimize the symbol error rate (SER). In addition, the optimum
power splitting between the source and partners is introduced in terms of channel
link quality.
Apart from single-relay cooperation, multiple-relay cooperation and selection meth-
ods for the AF system were comprehensively studied in [15]. The authors proposed
a PA scheme under outage probability criterion in a cooperative case and then intro-
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duced a selection scheme in which only the “best” node is chosen to support transmis-
sion. Average data rate and SER performance are also discussed for both schemes.
The combination of PA and relay selection is applied to improve performance, which
is subject to a total power constraint. Instead of considering total power constraint
and analyzing the power splitting between the source and relays, some studies [16]
emphasized on individual power constraint, which is much more practically attrac-
tive. While the centralized resource allocation method has been widely studied, a
smart distributed buyer/seller game theoretic framework was proposed in [17]. Two-
way selection is the main idea behind it: the source chooses relays that have better
locations; relays adopt a “low-price, high-market” policy to maximize their utility
and attract more consumption from the source.
Without considering the energy limitation of relays, any PA strategy discussed
above does not necessarily maximize the network lifetime. The existing studies on
prolonging the relaying network lifetime are scarce. For cooperative relaying studies,
[18] focused on the optimal relay deployment and PA to maximize the minimum
device under given BER requirement, but the PA is not dynamic over time. Dynamic
PA strategies are presented in [19]. The author proposed a noncausal water-filing
algorithm in which the knowledge of channel state information (CSI) for all links
is required. It is optimal but implementation-limited in fast time-varying channels
due to the intense demands of future CSI. Then a causal suboptimal algorithm was
designed in which only present channel gain is required and all future channel gains are
considered invariant. Without relying on channel statistics, it is practically appealing
because of the low computational complexity. On the other hand, for single-relay
selection, [20] offered a couple of relay-selection methods by exploiting both local CSI
and residual energy information (REI). The energy efficiency index (i.e., the ratio
between residual energy and transmit power) was finally determined as the selection
scenario. However, the strategy has its limitations with the increase of wasted energy
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in each relay.
Meanwhile, contemporary literatures can be found in the context of wireless sensor
networks (WSN) [21–24], some of which throw a light on the studies of relay networks.
In [22], the author demonstrated that the sensor network lifetime can be prolonged by
taking both the CSI and REI and proposed a max-min approach which outperforms
conventional ones (i.e., where only either CSI or REI is considered). In [24], dynamic
programming was introduced to maximize sensor network lifetime, which serves as
the optimal solution. Nonetheless, distinct discrepancies have been found between
relay and sensor networks, which make it inapplicable to exchange methods with each
other. Firstly, different lifetime definitions end up with different design criteria shown
in [20] and [22]. In WSN, the lifetime is defined as the time when the first sensor in
the network dies, while this definition cannot be applied in relay networks. If any one
relay dies, others which have sufficient energy can be exploited to forward signal to the
destination, by which the cooperation diversity can be achieved. Secondly, sensors
are densely-populated and energy-limited, while relays are spatially separated and
sufficiently equipped with energy. These difference sometimes lead to the impossibility
of sharing strategies in both areas.
1.4 Summary of Results
In the thesis, we will first study the improved PA algorithm for cooperative relay ap-
plication under the prediction basis. Then, we will focus on single-relay selection case
and address the issue of the optimal relay selection strategy. Finally, we will extend
to the multi-user relay selection case on the basis of perceived lifetime (PLT) power
allocation strategy [19] and design the selection algorithm to maximize the system
lifetime. We assume the channel fading is independently and identically distributed
(i.i.d) across relays, but not necessarily independent or identical across data collection
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slots. The performance metric we adopt throughout the thesis is the data rate. In
other words, all the PA algorithms are designed in an attempt to satisfy certain data
rates (i.e., required received SNR).
1.4.1 Prediction-based Relay Cooperation
Based on the previous works, the PLT power allocation is the energy-aware strat-
egy which has been shown to be the optimal causal solution in comparison with
other strategies (e.g. Minimum Weighted Total Power (MWTP) or Minimize the
Total Power (MTP)). Both strategies have no prediction on future CSI, while the
noncausal solution serves as the upper-bound for all the algorithms above. In the
noncausal solution, all the future CSI is perfectly known and everything is determin-
istic, therefore the OPA can be achieved. On the other hand, the PLT causal solution
is established in terms of a simple prediction that the future CSI are identical with
the current one (i.e., ĥ (t+ t0) = h (t) , t0 = 1, 2, 3, · · · ).
To go a step further, we formulate the problem of maximizing network lifetime
by introducing a prediction method to future CSI. In each data transmission slot, all
or part of the future CSI is predicted and the optimal power allocation problem can
be addressed using a dual decomposition method. Theoretically, we show that the
mean square error (MSE) of future channel predictor is reduced in comparison with
the case in which no prediction method is introduced. Furthermore, the amount of
reduction of MSE is determined by the prediction depth (i.e., the number of steps of
future predicted CSI). The more the future predicted CSI we make, the better the
MSE we obtain. However, not only is the prediction depth highly associated with the
MSE level, but also with the computational complexity. A tradeoff between system
performance and computational complexity is thereby required.
To study this tradeoff, we do the simulations with two different cases: one-step
prediction and full prediction. In the one-step prediction case, only one future CSI is
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predicted and all the rest are identical with the predicted one; in the full prediction
case, all the future CSI are predicted. The simulation results show the performance
difference among four power allocation algorithms: noncausal solution, PLT strategy,
one-step prediction and full prediction method.
1.4.2 Relay Selection – Single Source-Destination Pair
After having completed the cooperative relay algorithm under the prediction method,
we move our attention to the single-relay selection for single-user case. Instead of ap-
plying all the relays to cooperatively support the transmission, only one of the relays is
selected at each time slot and assigned power to meet the data rate requirement. This
approach is practically appealing due to the significantly improved channel capacity
and greatly reduced hardware complexity.
Given a data rate requirement, the minimum power allocation for each relay at
each time slot can be easily obtained compared with the cooperative relay case. The
choice of relay goes beyond determining the power allocation; it also determines the
strategy of selection in each time slot. Different selection strategies end up with
different paths, and hence, different network lifetimes.
Motivated by the Viterbi algorithm and the stochastic shortest path approach,
which has been successfully applied in wireless sensor networks [24], we formulate
the problem of dynamically selecting the relay that can provide the network with
the maximum lifetime as a stochastic shortest path (SSP) Markov decision process
(MDP). We develop the optimal relay selection strategy using global CSI (i.e., channel
realizations). Moreover, the relay selection algorithm can be created offline, instead
of imposing computational burden to relay networks.
The simulation results show that the dynamic relay selection algorithm outper-
forms the PLT algorithm. Additionally, the performance difference becomes signifi-
cant with the increase of initial energy of relays and the decrease of transmission level
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setting.
1.4.3 Relay Selection – Multiple Source-Destination Pair
Finally, we extend the existing PLT algorithm [19] to multiple source-destination pairs
application. The previous works have shown that network lifetime can be maximized
by choosing the relay that can give the network the longest lifetime at each time slot
and there is no relay selection issue in the single source-destination pair. For multiple
source-destination pairs, the optimal relay selection strategy is necessary to maximize
the network lifetime. In other words, the optimal mapping algorithm from relays to
users is required.
The network lifetime is defined so that none of the relay can support a single-
user’s transmission. In other words, the network lifetime is achieved if any users
fail to maintain the uninterrupted transmission. Based on this criterion, maximizing
the minimum user lifetime is the key goal in this topic. Therefore, we formulate
the problem of choosing the optimal mapping from relays to users to maximize the
network lifetime as a max-min maximization problem.
In the simulation results, we compare the network lifetime among max-min, “worst-
case” greedy, user priority round robin approaches with different channel correlations
and different combinations of the number of source-destination pairs. The results
show that the max-min approach serves as the optimal solution with higher complex-
ity, while the suboptimal solution – the “worst-case” greedy approach has comparable
performance with much lower complexity. In addition, we demonstrate that the max-




In Chapter 2, the power allocation scheme for cooperative relay network lifetime
maximization will be proposed, including the AF network description, problem state-
ments, algorithm descriptions and simulation results. Then, relay selection strategies
for both single and multiple source-destination pair(s) will be provided in Chapters
3 and 4, respectively. Final conclusions and necessary mathematical derivations will







Consider a dual-link relay cooperation network in which N relays provide assistance
with the transmission from the source node S to the destination node D, shown in
Figure 2.1. Each link is modeled as a parallel relay channel [1], where the relay
transmits data over an orthogonal channel, either time division (TD) or frequency
(FD) division; each transceiver pair is connected by an independent fading channel
which follows the Gauss-Markov process. Moreover, the half-duplex transmission
mode is assumed (i.e., each relay can either transmit or receive data at one time),
thus each data collection slot t is made up of two phases.
In the first phase, the source sends a message to both the destination and all the
relays, where the received signals are processed using AF protocol (e.g., amplification
12
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Figure 2.1: A network model of cooperative relay network
and normalization). The received signals at the kth relay (k = 1, · · · , N) and the
destination via the direct path are
ys,k (t) =
√
Pshs,k (t) xs (t) + ns,k (t) (2.1.1)
ys,d (t) =
√
Pshs,d (t)xs (t) + ns,d (t) (2.1.2)
where hs,k(t) and hs,d(t) denote the channel gain between the source and the kth
relay, and that between the source and the destination, respectively. The transmission
power at the source is denoted as Ps. The message being transmitted at the source




= 1, where E {·} denotes the statistical
expectation). ns,d(t) and ns,k(t) are additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) terms
corresponding to the channels between the source and the destination, and the source
and the kth relay, respectively with ns,d(t) ∼ CN (0, Ns,d), ns,k(t) ∼ CN (0, Ns,k).
In the second phase, the processed signals are retransmitted from relays to the
destination with normalized power Pk (t), k = 1, · · · , N . The signal xk being trans-













∣∣√Pshs,k (t) xs (t)∣∣2 + |ns,k (t)|2}
=
√
Ps |hs,k (t)|2 E{|xs (t)|2 +Ns,k} =
√
Ps |hs,k (t)|2 +Ns,k






Pshs,k (t) xs (t) + ns,k (t)√
Ps |hs,k (t)|2 +Ns,k
(2.1.3)
From (2.1.3), the received signal at the destination is given by
yk,d (t) =
√




Ps |hs,k (t)|2 +Ns,k





Ps |hs,k (t)|2 +Ns,k
ns,k (t) + nk,d (t)

where hk,d (t) is the channel gain between the kth relay and the destination node;
nk,d (t) ∼ CN (0, Nk,d) is the corresponding AWGN noise term. Combining the two
phases, the received signal from the source to the destination via the kth relaying
path can be written as
y′s,d (t) = h
′
s,dxs (t) + n
′
s,d (t)
where h′s,d is the equivalent channel gain from the source to the destination via the
kth relaying path; n′s,d is the equivalent noise term n
′






corresponding noise variance can be derived as
N ′s,d = Nk,d +
Pk (t) |hk,d (t)|2Ns,k
Ps |hs,k (t)|2 +Ns,k
(2.1.5)
From (2.1.1) and (2.1.4), the instantaneous received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) from
the source via the kth relaying path can be written as













[For details of derivation of Eq.(2.1.5) and Eq.(2.1.6), see Appendix A]





We assume that the noise variance for all links is identical (i.e., Ns,d = Ns,k = Nd,k =
σ2). Additionally, we further denote a(t) =
|hs,d(t)|2
Ns,d
as the nominal received SNR







as the nominal received SNR with unit transmit power at the kth
relay and the destination via the kth relaying path, respectively. From (2.1.6) and
(2.1.7), the expressions of the instantaneous received SNR become
γs,d = Psa(t) (2.1.8)
γk(Pk(t)) =
PsPk (t) bk (t) ck (t)
1 + Psbk (t) + Pk (t) ck (t)
(2.1.9)
At the destination, the maximum-ratio-combination (MRC) technique is applied to
coherently add all the received signals, resulting in a combined received SNR from
all the relaying paths and the direct path. From (2.1.8) and (2.1.9), the source-
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1 + Psa (t) +
N∑
k=1
PsPk (t) bk (t) ck (t)





is the bandwidth efficiency factor, indicating orthogonal transmission.
2.1.2 Channel Model
We consider a time-varying Rayleigh-fading channel over which signals are transmit-
ted from source node to the destination node
y(t) = h(t)x(t) + n(t), t = 1, 2, 3, · · · (2.1.11)
where x(t) is the transmitted signal, y(t) is the received signal and t is the time
index; h(t) and n(t) are the fading coefficient (i.e., channel gain) and AWGN term,
respectively. We assume h(t) and n(t) are independent complex circular Gaussian
random variables following h(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2h), n(t) ∼ CN (0, σ2n); {n(t)}
′ s are i.i.d
noise samples. We further assume that x(t), h(t) and n(t) are mutually independent.
Based on (2.1.11), the channel h(t) is modeled as the first-order Gauss-Markov process
h(t) = αh(t− 1) + u(t), t = 1, 2, 3, · · · (2.1.12)
where {u(t)}′ s are i.i.d complex circular Gaussian random variables following u(t) ∼
CN (0, (1− α2)σ2h). α is the correlation coefficient which characterizes channel vari-
ations over time slot. The value of α can range from 0 to 1: the increase of α means
the channel varies slowly over time. For extreme cases, if α = 1, the fading rate
remains constant over time (i.e., static case); if α = 0, the fading reduces to the i.i.d
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case over time slot.
For signal bandwidth in the 10kHz range and Doppler spreads in the order of
100Hz, the value of α typically lies between 0.90 and 0.99 [3]. We will adopt this
scenario throughout this chapter.
2.1.3 Objective
The network lifetime (LT ) for the cooperative scenario is defined as the time interval
within which uninterrupted transmission can be maintained, i.e.,
LT = max {t : C (t) ≥ R}
where C (t) denotes the achieved data rate at time t; R denotes the target data rate.
In this work, our goal is to design an algorithm by which the optimal power
allocation (OPA) P∗(t) can be obtained in terms of prediction-based channel CSI to
maximize network lifetime under a target date rate
P∗(t) = arg max
P1(t),··· ,PN (t)
{LT} (2.1.13)
2.2 Non Prediction-based Perceived Lifetime Al-
gorithm – PLA
In this section, we briefly describe the existing cooperative relay algorithm - Non
prediction-based (PLA) PA strategy [19].
Unlike other PA schemes, PLA is an energy-aware PA scheme, where the residual
energy of relays is taken into account while conducting PA to each relay. Without
considering residual energy of relays, minimizing total power consumption in each
time slot does not necessarily maximize network lifetime.
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In addition, PLA algorithm requires knowledge of the present local CSI. In each
data collection slot t, it tries to maximize network perceived lifetime n∗ under the
assumption that future CSI remains unchanged
n∗ (t) = max
{










, for k = 1, · · · , N
where εk (t) indicates the residual energy of relay k at time t. The network lifetime n
∗
is maximized under a target data rate requirement γth. In the maximization equation,
γth is guaranteed to be satisfied in current slot t.
In summary, the PLA algorithm is built under a simple channel prediction method
ĥ (t+ t0) = h (t) , t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n∗
where the predicted channels are the same as the present one.
All the following work will be carried out based on the PLA algorithm.
2.3 Kalman Filter-based Channel Prediction
In this section, we will introduce a channel prediction method based on the Kalman
filtering.
2.3.1 Kalman Prediction
In the PLA approach, all future CSI is assumed to remain unchanged
ĥ(t+ t0) = h(t) (2.3.1)
From the description of the Gauss-Markov channel model (2.1.12), we introduce
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the Kalman filter-based prediction method. We assume that all the preceding CSI is
perfectly known (i.e., h(t), h(t− 1), · · · ) at time slot t and try to predict future CSI
(i.e., h(t + 1), · · · ). The immediate succeeding channel state predictor ĥ(t + 1) can
be written as
ĥ (t+ 1) = E {h (t+ 1) |h (t) , h (t− 1) , · · ·} (2.3.2)
where ĥ (t+ 1) is predicted by all the preceding CSI. However, due to the Markov
assumption, the channel state at present time is solely determined by the immediate
preceding state, but is uncorrelated with all the past ones. As a result, from (2.3.2)
and (2.1.12), the channel state predictor becomes
ĥ (t+ 1) = E {h (t+ 1) |h (t)} = αh(t) (2.3.3)
From (2.3.3), it can be steadily extended to the arbitrary step prediction
ĥ(t+ t0) = α
t0h(t) (2.3.4)
It can be verified that the random variable E {h (t+ 1) |h (t) , h (t− 1) , · · ·} is the
best predictor of h(t+1) given all the preceding channel states. Namely, it minimizes
the mean-square-error E
{∣∣∣ĥ (t+ t0)− h (t+ t0)∣∣∣2}. The MSE comparison will be
given next.
2.3.2 Mean Square Error Analysis
Now let us analyze and compare the MSE between the simple prediction used in PLA
algorithm and the Kalman filter-based channel prediction. We will investigate the
MSE generated by the predictors given in (2.3.1) and (2.3.4). In general, the MSE
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expression is given by
MSE = E
{∣∣∣ĥ(t+ t0)− h(t+ t0)∣∣∣2} (2.3.5)
where ĥ(t+ t0) is the predictor of h(t+ t0); h(t+ t0) are all random variables of the
form given in (2.1.12). That is, the channel gain of the future time slot t + t0 can
be written as the combination of the channel gain of the present time slot and the
summation of all the equivalent noise terms in previous time slots
h (t+ t0) = α
t0h (t) + αt0−1u (t+ 1) + · · ·+ αu (t+ t0 − 1) + u (t+ t0)




αiu (t+ t0 − i) (2.3.6)
In light of (2.3.1), (2.3.4) and (2.3.6), the MSE expressions of simple prediction
and the Kalman filter-based prediction are
MSEPLA = (1− αt0)σ2h + (1− α2t0)σ2h (2.3.7)
MSEKAL = (1− α2t0)σ2h (2.3.8)
[Derivations of Eq.(2.3.7) and Eq.(2.3.8) are given in Appendix B]
In light of (2.3.7) and (2.3.8), the estimation error mainly comes from the equiv-
alent noise term. Compared with the MSE in prediction-based method, the MSE in
PLA method has an extra term (1− αt0) σ2h, which comes from the imperfect pre-
diction of future channel and is directly proportional to the steps over which the
future channel state is predicted. The more the future CSI is predicted, the more the
error is introduced. The extra error term indicates that the PLA method does not
account for information that could produce a more accurate prediction. This absent
information can be the perfect knowledge of local CSI in the future time slot. On the
other hand, the prediction-based method can improve the performance by offsetting
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the first term αt0h (t) in the MSE equation, which shows the merit of the Kalman
filter-based prediction method.
2.4 Prediction-based Lifetime Maximization Algo-
rithm – PLMA
2.4.1 Global Non-Causal Problem
We first consider the non-causal case, where all future channel CSI is perfectly known.
In this case, the PA over the entire lifetime duration is deterministic. The maximiza-







Pk (t) ≤ εk (0)
(ii) Psa (t) +
N∑
k=1
PsPk (t) bk (t) ck (t)
1 + Psbk (t) + Pk (t) ck (t)
≥ γth
(iii)Pk (t) ≥ 0
for t = 1, · · · , n; k = 1, · · · , N
where the network lifetime n is maximized by properly designing the PA P (n) over
the entire duration of n.
In the prediction case, it will be converted to the optimization problem in the
next subsection, where channels are predicted. We define m as the prediction depth
over which the future channel state is predicted.
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2.4.2 One-Step Prediction
Let us first consider the special case with m = 1. We refer to it as one-step prediction-
based relay cooperation, where only the immediate future local CSI is predicted while
the rest are assumed to be the same as the predicted channel. The predicted channel
state of the future time is given as

ĥ(t+ 1) = αh(t)
ĥ(t+ t0) = ĥ(t+ 1), t0 = 2, 3, · · ·
This leads to the estimate of a(t), b(t) and c(t) as follows:

â (t+ 1) = α2a (t) , â (t+ t0) = â (t+ 1) = α
2a (t)
b̂ (t+ 1) = α2b (t) , b̂ (t+ t0) = b̂ (t+ 1) = α
2b (t)
ĉ (t+ 1) = α2c (t) , ĉ (t+ t0) = ĉ (t+ 1) = α
2c (t)
We assume each data collection slot t takes up ∆ = 1s over which the transmit
power remains constant. At each time slot t, the PA is optimized by maximizing the
perceived lifetime n(t) which is computed based on the residual energy, the current
channel state, and the future channel predicted through Kalman filtering. Note that,
since the channel states are assumed to be unchanged from t+1, the residual energy
at t+1 will be evenly spread through the rest of the lifetime (i.e., P (t+1) = P (t+2) =
· · · = P (t+ n(t))).
Inserting the predicted channel states in the global optimization problem (2.4.1),
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s.t. (i) Pk (t) + (n (t)− 1) Pk (t+ 1) ≤ εk (t)
(ii) Psâ (t+ t0) +
N∑
k=1
PsPk (t+ t0) b̂k (t+ t0) ĉk (t+ t0)
1 + Psb̂k (t+ t0) + Pk (t+ t0) ĉk (t+ t0)
≥ γth
(iii)Pk (t+ t0) ≥ 0
for t0 = 0, 1; k = 1, · · · , N
where the perceived lifetime n(t) at time t is maximized by properly designing the
PA P (n (t)) over the entire duration of n(t).
The constraint (i) indicates the total power constraint: for a given n(t), the total
power consumed by relay k within n(t) slots should not exceed the residual energy
εk (t) at time slot t; in constraint (ii), the SNR threshold γth has to be met in order to
achieve a target data rate requirement R (i.e., γth = (2
(N+1)R − 1)). It is noteworthy
that, in the one-step prediction case, the SNR test only needs to be done in the
present and the next slot. For the rest of the future slots, the unchanged predicted
channel gain ends up with the same PA as well as the same received SNR; meanwhile,
the constraint (iii) ensures that the computed PA has to be positive for each element.
To solve this global optimization problem, we have to find the feasible solution of
P (n (t)) with the maximum value of n(t). In view of the feasibility test, we can adopt
a dual decomposition method to break it down into a set of solvable subproblems.
For a given n(t), we build up the Lagrange function linked with (2.4.2)





Psa (t+ t0) +
N∑
k=1
γk (Pk (t+ t0))− γth
)











µt0 (Psa (t+ t0)− γth)
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where µ = [µ0, µ1]
T is the dual variable vector and the corresponding dual function
is




Γ (P (n (t)) ,µ, n (t))
s.t.
(i) Pk (t) + (n (t)− 1)Pk (t+ 1) ≤ εk (t)
(ii)Pk (t+ t0) ≥ 0
for t0 = 0, 1; k = 1, · · · , N
For a given n(t) = n, γk(Pk(t+ t0)) is a convex function so that the problem in
(2.4.2) is also convex. The above maximization problem can be decomposed to N
subproblems corresponding to each of the N relays.






µt0γk (Pk (t+ t0))
s.t.
(i) Pk (t) + (n (t)− 1)Pk (t+ 1) ≤ εk (t)
(ii)Pk (t+ t0) ≥ 0
for t = 1, · · · , n; t0 = 0, 1; k = 1, · · · , N
(2.4.3)
For each relay, the power is dynamically allocated over duration from t to t+n(t) by
properly setting the values of µ to guarantee that the target data rate is satisfied at
each time slot. Hence, higher value of µt0 indicates more power is assigned to time
t+ t0.
Finally, the Lagrange dual problem is given by
min
µ









µt0 (Psa (t+ t0)− γth)
}
, (2.4.4)
s.t. µ ≽ 0
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Figure 2.2: A flowchart to illustrate the iteration procedure
where ≽ denotes the element-wise inequality. To solve (2.4.4), we can adopt the
subgradient method in [26], where µ is updated through an iteration procedure shown
in Figure 2.2.
As to the convergence issue, it is proven that the optimal µ∗ is undoubtedly





< ∞) but nonsummable (i.e.,
∑
l ν
(l) = ∞) is satisfied. Upon the comple-
tion of convergence, P(n(t)) is the OPA for given n(t) = n.
2.4.3 Full Prediction
The one-step prediction method can be readily extended to k-step and full prediction.
Here, we illustrate the case with the full prediction-based relay cooperation, where
all the future local CSI is predicted through the Kalman filtering (i.e., ĥ (t+ t0) =
αt0h (t) , t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n (t)). The predicted channel state over the duration of n(t)
is given by

ĥ (t+ 1) = αh (t)
...
ĥ (t+ n (t)) = αn(t)h (t)
(2.4.5)
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This leads to the estimate of a(t), b(t) and c(t) as follows:

â (t+ 1) = α2a (t) · · · â (t+ t0) = α2t0a (t)
b̂ (t+ 1) = α2b (t) · · · b̂ (t+ t0) = α2t0b (t)
ĉ (t+ 1) = α2c (t) · · · ĉ (t+ t0) = α2t0c (t)
The problem is formulated in the similar way by extending the t0 to n(t). Note that
1. Unlike the one-step prediction case, since the predicted future channel states are
different from each other, the power allocation Pk (t+ t0), for t0 = 0, · · · , n (t)
are different from one another, thus increasing the complexity of finding an
optimal solution.
2. Similarly, the SNR constraint needs to be satisfied over the n(t) duration.







Pk (t+ t0) ≤ εk (t)
(ii) Psâ (t+ t0) +
N∑
k=1
PsPk (t+ t0) b̂k (t+ t0) ĉk (t+ t0)
1 + Psb̂k (t+ t0) + Pk (t+ t0) ĉk (t+ t0)
≥ γth
(iii)Pk (t+ t0) ≥ 0
for t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n(t); k = 1, · · · , N
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The Lagrange function linked with (2.4.6) is





Psa (t+ t0) +
N∑
k=1
γk (Pk (t+ t0))− γth
)











µt0 (Psa (t+ t0)− γth)
.
where the dual variable vector becomes µ =
[
µ0, µ1, · · · , µn(t)
]T
. The decomposed
Lagrange dual problem is given as











Pk (t+ t0) ≤ εk (t)
(ii)Pk (t+ t0) ≥ 0
for t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n (t) ; k = 1, · · · , N
(2.4.7)
and the corresponding dual problem is
min
µ








µt0 (Psa (t+ t0)− γth)
 , (2.4.8)
s.t. µ ≽ 0
The above optimization problem can be solved through the subgradient method which
is similar to Figure 2.2. The only difference is the enlarged prediction window size
which is determined by the prediction-depth m. Hence, clearly, there is a tradeoff
between the network performance and the computational complexity. Due to the fact
that the algorithm is carried out on a slot basis and the convergence test is time-
consuming, the accumulative effect of huge window size can be prohibited. However,
the polynomial complexity in the prediction-based method has been verified.
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2.4.4 Algorithm Demonstration
Without losing the generality, a detailed full prediction-based relay cooperation algo-
rithm is provided in Table 2.1.
[Derivation of P
(l)∗
k (t+ t0) is given in Appendix C]
Note that the algorithm needs to be carried out to determine the PA for each
future data collection slot (i.e., t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n(t)). It can be generally decomposed
as a two-nested loop: the inner loop iteratively searches for the OPA and provides the
outer loop with the feasibility of obtained P(n(t)); the outer loop is responsible to do
the bisection search for the possible perceived lifetime n(t) in terms of the feasibility
of P(n(t)). The algorithm determines two optimized variables:
1. n(t) = n is the maximum perceived lifetime at time slot t given the predicted
future CSI.
2. P(n(t)) is the OPA for all the relays and all the future time slots (i.e., Pk(t+ t0)
for k = 1, · · · , N and t0 = 0, · · · , n(t)).
Note that, only the PA of the present slot is actively used. The rest is for the purpose
of determining the perceived lifetime. That is, only the first entry of P(n(t)) will be
applied to update the residual energy. Then, in each time slot t, the same procedure
will be repeated until the network lifetime LT is achieved (i.e., for a given time slot
t = LT , the algorithm ends up with n(t) = 0).
2.5 Simulation Results
2.5.1 Network Setup
Without losing the generality, we conduct the simulations by randomly deploying
4 relays at coordinates R1(10,−7), R2(−13, 7), R3(0, 10), R4(0,−10) and a source-
destination pair which is placed at S(−16, 0) and D(14, 0), respectively (as shown in
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Step 1: Begin: Initialize n(t) = n (n has to be an integer)
Step 2: Outer Loop: (Bisection-Search for the maximum value of n(t))
Update n(t) according to
1) Double n(t), if P(n(t)) satisfies the constraints (i) ∼ (iii) in (2.4.6)
2) Halve n(t), if P(n(t)) does not satisfy the constraints (i) ∼ (iii) in (2.4.6)
If the maximum value of n(t) is achieved, go to Step 4.
Step 3: Inner Loop: (Iteration procedure for a feasible solution of P(n(t)))
For given n(t) = n
1) Initialize µ(0)
e.g.,µ(0) = [1, 1, · · · , 1]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

2) Given µ(l), solve (2.4.7) for k = 1, · · · , N to obtain P(l)∗ (n).
By solving the Lagrange function of (2.4.7), P
(l)∗
k (t+ t0) is obtained as
P
(l)∗









where t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n; [x]+ , max(0, x);
λk is the Lagrange multiplier chosen s.t. (i) in (2.4.6) is satisfied;




















for t0 = 0, 1, · · · , n
where ν(l) is the step size at the lth iteraion.






4) Update l = l + 1; Go to 2) until µ is converged.
If µ is converged, go to Step 2 to update n(t)
Step 4: End: P∗ (1) is applied to update the residual energy profile e.
Table 2.1: Algorithm for prediction-based relay cooperation
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Figure 2.3: Simulation configuration for slow fading channel
2.3). The initial energy is set as ε = [10KJ, 2KJ, 20KJ, 2KJ]T . We assume slow fading
channels with the path-loss exponent αpath = 2 and the noise variance σn = 10
−4W .
The fading rate is represented as fdTs (fd is the doppler spread and Ts is the symbol
duration); the correlation coefficient α is the complementary value of the fading rate
(i.e., α = 1− fdTs).
2.5.2 Performance Comparison
We complete the simulations under four PA schemes with three channel correlation
rates. The network lifetime has shown a significant difference due to different degrees
of knowledge of future channels. As expected, the noncausal solution serves as the
upper bound among all schemes owing to perfect known future channels. The PLA
scheme has the worst performance because of the simple prediction strategy toward
future channels. The prediction-based schemes demonstrate better performance than
that of the PLA scheme. The improvement depends on the prediction depth m: the
more, the better. For the one-step prediction case, approximate 5 percent improve-
ment compared with PLA is shown, while about 45 percent of enhancement of the
full prediction case is demonstrated.
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Figure 2.4: System lifetime vs. target data rate with correlation = 0.999

























Figure 2.5: System lifetime vs. target data rate with correlation = 0.995
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Figure 2.6: System lifetime vs. target data rate with correlation = 0.990

























Figure 2.7: Comparison of system lifetime with different channel correlation rates
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In Figure 2.7, we can see the effect of channel correlations on the performance of
different PA schemes. With the increase of channel variation, the network lifetime
shrinks drastically, but the relative improvement of the prediction-based scheme re-
mains unchanged. Hence, it can be concluded that the performance of the prediction-
based PA scheme is not subject to the channel correlations.
2.6 Brief Summary
As demonstrated above, the simulation results are consistent with the theoretical
analysis. The prediction-based PA scheme has shown the improvement of network
lifetime compared with the established non-prediction-based scheme with polynomial
complexity for PA determination at each slot. However, the complexity of the algo-
rithm is associated with the number of relays and the prediction depth m. Hence, a
trade-off should be made between the performance and the complexity.
Nevertheless, the cooperative relaying scenario has its weak points. First, it may
reduce channel capacity when the network size N is large. Second, the feedback of
power allocation to all relays is necessary to be broadcasted by the destination node,
which adds up considerable overhead and creates delays. To overcome this drawback,
a single relay selection PA scheme will be proposed in the next chapter.
Chapter 3
Relay Selection for Lifetime
Maximization - Single
Source-Destination Pair
In Chapter 2, we studied the relay cooperation where all the relays participate in
supporting the transmission. However, the bandwidth efficiency factor 1
N+1
may
substantially deteriorate the channel capacity when network size N is large. In addi-
tion, the receiver has to give feedback about the PA information to all relays, which
amounts to potentially large overhead and implementation difficulty to the network.
Instead, it has been shown that relay selection, when chosen properly, provides
similar or better performance with potentially simpler implementation complexity.
In this chapter, we consider relay selection scenario shown in Figure 3.1, where





log2 (1 + Psa (t) + γk (Pk (t)))




, which means only the PA for
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Figure 3.1: A network model of relay selection for a single S-D pair
the selected relay is necessary to be informed by the receiver. Therefore, for a given
target data rate, the required SNR in the relay selection is much lower than that
in the relay cooperation, although the selected relay needs to provide all the power
needed to satisfy the SNR requirement.
3.1 Problem Formulation
3.1.1 Discrete Energy Model
In Chapter 2, values of both transmission power Pk(t) and residual energy εk (t) are
continuous, where they can take any values which satisfy the target SNR constraint.
In this chapter, we consider a discrete energy model, where Pk(t) and εk (t) are allowed
to take values to a finite set. With the convenience of notation definition in this
chapter, we denote Wk as the quantized transmission power level and Ek as the
quantized residual energy. They are allowed to take values to a finite set.
First, we denote the vectorW = [W t1, · · · ,W tN ] as the required transmission power
levels, where W tk is the energy requirement for the kth relay at time slot t. In fact,
W tk is associated with fading channel conditions and determined by the corresponding
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channel gain and SNR requirement, therefore W tk is a random variable. Since each
relay experiences i.i.d fading channels, entries of W are also i.i.d RVs. We assume
that each W tk can only take values from a finite set
W = {wn}Ln=1 = {w1, · · · , wL} , 0 < w1 < w2 < · · · < wL < ∞
where wn denotes the nth transmission power level. This means that transmission
power is quantized to a certain power level.
In addition, let E = [Et1, · · · , EtN ] be the residual energy profile, where Etk is the
residual energy of relay k. Because the residual energy Etk of relay k is determined
by the transmission power level W tk, E
t
k is an RV depending on the channel gains on
the relaying paths. The quantization of transmission power leads to the fact that the
values of Etk are also restricted to a finite set






cn = t, cn ≥ 0}
where cn is the integer indicating the number of time slots over which the transmission
power level wn is applied; e
0
k is the initial energy of relay k; e
t
k is the residual energy
of relay k at time slot t; hence
L∑
n=1
cnwn suggests the total power consumption at time
slot t, which is essentially the linear combination of all the transmission power levels
within the time duration t.
3.1.2 Objective
A relay is considered as active if it has sufficient energy to support transmission (i.e.,
En ≥ Wn); on the other hand, a relay is viewed as dead if its residual energy drops
below the minimum transmission power level w1; a relay is considered inactive if its
residual energy is lower than the transmission power requirement for the current time
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slot.
The network lifetime under the discrete energy model is defined as the time interval
within which uninterrupted transmission can be guaranteed. In other words, there
exists a relay whose residual energy is greater than the required transmission power
level, i.e.,
∃k ∈ 1, · · · , N s.t. Etk ≥ W tk
From this point of view, a network reaches its lifetime if none of its relays has
sufficient residual energy to support transmission
∀k ∈ 1, · · · , N s.t. Etk < W tk
The objective of this chapter is to design a relay selection algorithm in each time
slot based on the global CSI for network lifetime maximization.
3.2 Optimal Solution - Stochastic Shortest Path
(SSP) Approach
In this section, we first provide the optimal relay selection strategy based on Markov
decision process (MDP) dynamic programming. Then, a suboptimal solution, ex-
tended from Chapter 2, will be provided in the next section.
If the channel states of future time slots are known, it is known that the Viterbi
algorithm serves as the optimal solution to select the longest path (i.e., lifetime) in
terms of the “cost” between two adjacent states as a result of relay selection. On the
other hand, if future states are unknown, but the states are evolving as a Markov
chain, the MDP is considered as the optimal solution by dynamically choosing the
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state in terms of statistical information. The SSP approach essentially belongs to the
MDP dynamic programming. It deals with the Markov process which terminates in
finite time.
In a relaying network, the residual energy decreases over time. Because of this
inevitable termination, the optimal relay selection problem in the discrete energy




The SSP approach is basically featured by a whole state space S, including a non-
terminating state set and a terminating state set ST . In each time slot, network states
can be categorized as a subset of the state space, which is determined by the residual
energy E and transmission power W
S =
{
(E,W) : E ∈ EN ,W ∈ WN
}
Let N be the number of relays, while L and M represent the number of transmission
power levels and the corresponding possible residual energy levels.
Before the network lifetime is reached, in each time slot, the network states can
be a group containing a number of non-terminating states, where at least one relay
can support the transmission
S\ST = {(E,W) : ∃k ∈ 1, · · · , N s.t. Ek ≥ Wk} (3.2.1)
The network lifetime is reached if none of its relays has sufficient energy greater
than the required transmission power level. The terminating state set ST can therefore
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be defined as
ST = {(E,W) : E ≺ W}
The size of the state space is expanded according to the number of relays and
transmission power levels. The network is started from a single initial state. As time
progresses, the network states in a time slot are gradually expanded and then shrunk
to the terminating state set. An example network evolution under the SSP approach
will be illustrated later.
Action Space
The action space is defined as all the possible selections of active relays by which the
optimal relay is chosen to forward a signal to the destination. In state i = (E,W),
the action space consists of all the active relay indices, thus the action space A(i) has
to be a subset of the entire relay indices
A (i) = {k : Ek ≥ Wk} ⊆ {1, · · · , N}
As with the size of network states at each time slot, the action space size also
follows the same varying pattern. Note that the action space turns out to be empty
when network lifetime is reached. From (3.2.1), we know that there is at least one
active relay existing in any non-terminating state, which implies at least one element
in the action space.
Markov Decision Process
We assume that the fading channels follow a Markov process. The network is evolved
from the initial state to the terminating state relying on the Markovian dynamics.
That is, the transition from the present state i = (Ei,Wi) to next state j = (Ej,Wj)
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Wi Wj Wj = [w1, w1]
T Wj = [w1, w2]
T Wj = [w2, w1]
T Wj = [w2, w2]
T
Wi = [w1, w2]
T pWk(w1w1|w1w2) pWk(w1w2|w1w2) pWk(w2w1|w1w2) pWk(w2w2|w1w2)
Table 3.1: An example of transition probability
follows the Markov process, where the state j is solely determined by its immediate
preceding state i with a transition probability Pij, which is the transition probability
of transmission power W determined by the fading channel statistics. Note that the
transition probability Pii = 1 for any terminating state i ∈ ST .
In each time slot, only one relay with index k is picked up from one of the present
states i ∈ S: the required transmission power wk is applied and the residual energy Ek
is renewed, while others keep the same. Then, controlled by the transition probability
Pij, the network evolves to the state j ∈ S. The transition probability P (k)ij is defined




ij = pWk (Wj|Wi) = Pr {Wk = Wj|Wi}
Obviously, P
(k)
ij forms a L
N × LN transition probability matrix. The rows and
columns represent all the possible combinations of transmission power levels in state
i and in state j, respectively. For a given state i, P
(k)
ij is reduced to a 1×LN matrix.
Each element in P
(k)
ij indicates the probability that state i transits to state j (i.e.,
Wi → Wj).
If two transmission power levels and two relays are considered (i.e., W = {w1, w2})
and Wi = [w1, w2]
T is known, the corresponding P
(k)




In Bellman’s equation [26], a reward is given after the transition from a state i to a
state j. In our problem, a unit reward is assigned after each time slot’s transmission
and it will be accumulated until network lifetime is reached.
In the relay selection scenario, choosing a different relay means a different path
from the initial state set to the terminating state set and each path has its unique
accumulated transmission reward. Therefore, the optimal path is essentially the one
that can provide the maximum value of the transmission reward which thereby rep-
resents network lifetime.
The unit reward is defined as
R (i) , 1[i∈S\ST ]
where 1i∈S\ST is the indicator function which gives the value of 1 if the condition
i ∈ S\ST is satisfied. In other words, a unit reward is offered for any non-terminating
state and no reward is earned after the network terminates.
Example of Network Evolution Procedure
In this section, we demonstrate a specific example in which two relays and two trans-
mission power levels are considered. The evolution graph is shown in Figure 3.2.
The state space is partitioned into groups Sta, with the group t indicating the
possible state set in time slot t and the selection strategy sequence a suggesting all
the selected relay indices from the initial time slot.
The network starts from the top (initial group S0) when time t = 0: E01 = e
0
1
and E02 = e
0




2 are the required
transmission power levels at the initial time slot and each one can take values from
{w1, w2}. It is noteworthy that the initial group S0 contains a group of states, the
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Figure 3.2: An example of network evolution (N = 2andL = 2)
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number of which is determined by the number of transmission power levels. Because
each W can take values of {w1, w2}, the total numbers of combinations of W is L2.
As a result, there are a total of L2 = 4 initial states in the initial state set S0.
When the network tries to move from the initial group S0 to the next time slot,
it has two choices: relay 1 or relay 2. If relay 1 is chosen, the network evolves from
S0 to S11 . Similarly, the network evolves from S





are both the state groups at time slot t = 1 and each of them comprises of L2 states.
As a result, there are a total of NL2 states at t = 1.
From time slot t = 0 to t = 1, the network jumps from a state i ∈ S0 to a state
j ∈ S11 , S12 with probability pWk (Wj|Wi). In the course of state transition i → j,
a specific relay is chosen from the action space A(i) and the residual energy Ek of
the selected relay k changes in terms of its transmission power requirement wk while
other relays’ residual energies keep the same. Upon the completion of transmission, a
unit reward is added. So far, the network has done the evolution from t = 0 to t = 1
and tries to move to the next time slot t = 2, following the same procedure.
As time progresses, the residual energies are gradually depleted. The network
terminates when the residual energies of both relays are used up (i.e., E1 < W1, E2 <
W2) and the corresponding action space becomes empty (i.e., A (i) = ∅). All the
states in this case belong to the terminating state set ST .
3.2.2 SSP Algorithm Description
Optimal Policy
As demonstrated above, different relay selection strategies would end up with different
paths from top to bottom. Among all the possible paths, there always exists an
optimal one which can give a network the longest lifetime. We denote LTopt(i) as
the expected network lifetime starting from a state i following the optimal path,
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where the network lifetime is essentially the accumulated transmission reward from
the state i. In each state transition procedure, the relay is chosen from the action
space which contains the entire active relay index. Therefore, the relay selection
protocol is characterized by a policy κ which consists of a sequence of relay indices
κ = [k1, k2, · · · , kLT ]
where kn ∈ 1, · · · , N indicates the relay selected at time slot t = n. The optimal path
is basically the optimal policy κopt starting from an initial state and the optimal
network lifetime is given by





LTκ (i) , i ∈ S0
In order to achieve the optimal policy κopt, we should guarantee the optimal
relay selection in each time slot. It is equivalent to making sure the maximization of
network expected lifetime, starting from all non-terminating states, is
LT ∗κopt (i) = maxκ
LTκ (i) , ∀i ∈ S\ST
Based on the Bellman’s equation [26], the maximum expected network lifetime
LT ∗(i) can be obtained by





















∗ (j) suggests the summation of expected lifetime starting from





the optimal relay selection that can give the maximum lifetime from states j. It
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is obvious to see the non-zero value of LT ∗(i) for any non-terminating state (i.e.,
∀i ∈ S\ST ). For terminating states (i.e., ∀i ∈ ST ), the lifetime LT ∗(i) = 0 due to the
absorbing states with zero reward and no offspring states afterwards.
SSP Algorithm
From the analysis above, we know that the optimal relay selection is solely determined










is satisfied. Therefore, the optimal relay selection for a given state i k∗(i) is given by










, ∀i ∈ S\ST (3.2.3)
It is apparent that k∗ can be steadily computed in terms of LT ∗(j), which, how-
ever, is determined by all the states starting from state j. Although the network
evolves forward, the relay selection protocol has to be obtained backward in an in-
creasing order of total energy. The detailed SSP algorithm for the relay selection is
thereby demonstrated in Table 3.2.
The SSP algorithm shown in Table 3.2 is designed to obtain the decision chart
which includes all the states with the information of the maximum network lifetime
starting from any state i ∈ S and the corresponding relay selection strategy k∗(i).
Note that the transition chart is generated offline according to a specific transition
probability P
(k)
ij , which can be determined by the fading channel statistics. Upon com-
pletion, the chart can be applied to practical implementation by finding the optimal
relay selection corresponding to the present state i. Hence, for any given state, the
maximum network lifetime and the optimal relay selection can be obtained by doing
a table look-up. As a result, it does not impose any real-time online computational
burden to the network.
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Notations:
SI : initial state set (t = 0); ST : terminating state set (t = LT );
Sj: present state set at time slot t; Si: preceding state set at time slot t− 1;
Si
′: preceding subset coming from a given j (j → Si′ ⊂ Si with i′ ∈ Si′);
Sj
′: offspring subset coming from a given i′ (i′ → Sj ′ ⊂ Sj with j′ ∈ Sj ′);
Step 1: Begin: Based on the initial energy profile E and transmit power levels W
1) Identify SI and all the initial states
2) Determine the whole state space S and the terminating state set ST ⊂ S
Step 2: Backward Search: Start from the terminating set ∀j ∈ ST → LT ∗ (j) = 0
Initialize: LT ∗(j) = LT ∗(i) = 0
(1) Move one step backward: LT ∗(j) = LT ∗(i)
(2) For a given non-initial state j ∈ Sj\SI , determine Si′ ⊂ Si with i′ ∈ Si′
(3) For a given state i′, determine Sj
′ ⊂ Sj with j′ ∈ Sj ′
(4) Apply Bellman’s equation










, i′ ∈ Si′
1) Obtain the maximum lifetime LT ∗(i′) starting from state i′
2) Obtain the corresponding optimal action k∗ at state i′
If i′ ∈ Si′ have not been exhausted, go to (3).
If j ∈ Sj\SI have not been exhausted, go to (2).
(Si with LT
∗(i) and k∗ for each state i has been successfully built)
If ∃i /∈ SI (i.e., not reach the top), go to (1).
Step 3: End: The decision chart is completed, it provides ∀i ∈ S
1) The maximum network lifetime LT ∗(i) starting from a state i.
2) The optimal selection A(i) that maximizes the network lifetime.
Table 3.2: SSP algorithm for decision chart generation
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3.3 Suboptimal Solution - Prediction-based Relay
Selection
In this section, we propose a suboptimal algorithm for relay selection using the
predicted channel state that is described in Chapter 2, where we demonstrated a
prediction-based PA strategy in which all the relays jointly participate. Here, we
consider a simple relay selection strategy based on the prediction-based channel CSI.
In the SSP approach, the optimal relay is dynamically selected in each time slot
through the dynamic programming technique, whereas the computational complexity
is exponentially expanded with the increase of network size N . In the prediction-
based relay selection, in each time slot, we make a relay selection decision assuming
that, once a relay is chosen, it will be used until the network lifetime is reached. In
other words, we obtain the network lifetime given by each relay, assuming that the
relay will be used all the time until its residual energy is depleted. For the relay
selection decision, we select the relay which can give the maximum perceived network
lifetime.
For a given time slot t0, we have the channel CSI ak(t0),bk(t0) and ck(t0). We
assume the same channel prediction method in Chapter 2 to predict future channels.
With predicted future channels, the optimization problem for relay selection at time







Pk (t) ≤ εk (t0)
(ii) Psâ (t) +
PsPk (t) b̂k (t) ĉk (t)
1 + Psb̂k (t) + Pk (t) ĉk (t)
≥ γth
(iii)Pk (t) ≥ 0
for t = t0, · · · , t0 + nk(t0); k = 1, · · · , N
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It can be verified that the above optimization problem is convex. As with the
relay cooperation case, the dual decomposition method is used to obtain the solution
for relay selection, where for a given value of nk(t0), the problem is essentially a
feasibility problem with the constraint (i) ∼ (iii). The maximum value of nk(t0) can
be obtained using a bisection search.
For a given nk(t0), the Lagrange function associated with (3.3.1) is given by
Γ (Pk (nk(t0)) ,µk, nk(t0)) = nk(t0) +
t0+nk(t0)∑
t=t0




µtγk (Pk (t)) +
t0+nk(t0)∑
t=t0
µt (Psâ (t)− γth)
where µk =
[
µ1, · · · , µnk(t0)
]T
is the dual variable vector and the corresponding dual
function is









Pk (t) ≤ εk (t0)
(ii)Pk (t) ≥ 0
for t = t0, · · · , t0 + nk(t0); k = 1, · · · , N
(3.3.2)
The corresponding dual problem is
min
µk
gk (µk, nk(t0)) = min
µk
{
nk (t0) + gk (µk, nk(t0)) +
t0+nk(t0)∑
t=t0
µt (Psâ (t)− γth)
}
,
s.t. µk ≽ 0
The subgradient method is used to solve the above convex minimization problem.
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Detailed algorithm is given in Table 3.3.
Step 1: Initialize µ
(0)
k
Step 2: Given µ
(l)
k , solve (3.3.2) to obtain the optimal P
(l)∗
k (nk(t0))













where t = t0, · · · , t0 + nk(t0); [x]+ , max(0, x).
λk ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier chosen s.t. (i) in (3.3.1) is satisfied;













for t = t0, · · · , t0 + nk(t0)
where ν(l) is the step size at the lth iteration.
Step 4: Update l = l + 1; Go to Step 2 until µk is converged.
Step 5: End: nk is the network lifetime given by relay k;
P∗ (nk(t0)) is the PA satisfying all the constraints in (3.3.1).
Table 3.3: Algorithm for prediction-based relay selection
After obtaining n∗k(t0) for all the relays, we select the one that gives the maximum
network lifetime, i.e.,
k∗ = argmax {n∗k (t0)} (3.3.3)
Compared to the optimal relay selection, the suboptimal prediction-based relay
selection algorithm is a simpler energy-aware relay selection scheme whose complexity
does not depend on the setting of transmission power levels.
3.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we conduct simulations for different transition probabilities and trans-
mission power levels. Throughout this section, we consider two-relay case (i.e., N = 2)
and equal initial energy setting of 2.5J, 5J, 7.5J, 10J, 12.5J, 15J . Note that in our sim-
ulations, we aim to compare the performance between the optimal and the suboptimal
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algorithms. Hence, we randomly set transition probability P
(k)
ij while leaving alone
the quantization procedure from channel statistics to its transition probability.
3.4.1 Two Transmission Power Levels with Equal Transition
Probability Setup













ij , each transmission power level could jump to the next state
with equal probability. That means, the benefit from state j is averaged by the equal
P
(k)
ij . If we look at the PMF of W, the equal P
(k)
ij is equivalent to the unit channel
variance (i.e., σh = 1). As a result, we treat this case as the benchmark. In the
simulation, we consider six initial energy settings (2.5J, 5J, 7.5J, 10J, 12.5J, 15J) and
the performance comparison is given in Figure 3.3.
From Figure 3.3, we see that the optimal relay selection algorithm through dy-
namic programming shows a slightly better performance than the benchmark setting.
With the growth of initial energy, the difference is gradually enlarged due to a longer
path from the beginning to the termination. However, we also observe that the sub-
optimal relay selection method suffers negligible loss in terms of lifetime performance.
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Figure 3.3: Two transmission power levels with equal transition probability
3.4.2 Two Transmission Power Levels with Unequal Transi-
tion Probability Setup
In this simulation scenario, an unequal transition probability setting is considered
Pij =

0.2 0.3 0.1 0.4
0.6 0.1 0.2 0.1
0.3 0.5 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.3 0.3 0.3

4×4
which is generated from certain fading channel statistics. We will keep the same
initial energy setting as that in the previous section.
From Figure 3.4, it is observed that the gap between the optimal and the subop-
timal algorithms is slightly increased.
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Figure 3.4: Two transmission power levels with unequal transition probability
3.4.3 Four Transmission Power Levels with Equal Transition
Probability Setup
In this simulation scenario, we will study the effect of different transmission power
levels on the performance. In Figure 3.5, we plotted the case W = {1.0, 2.0} with
equal P
(k)
ij . Now, we increase the granularity of the power levels available for trans-
mission, i.e., W = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0}. We will still apply the equal P (k)ij and the same
initial energy settings.
When we make the power levels finer, we can see a significant difference with an
increase in initial energy setting, as shown in Figure 3.5. When the power levels
become finer, a much longer lifetime is achieved due to more options of transmission
power levels. In addition, the gap between the optimal and the suboptimal algorithms
is also increased. Thus, the discrete power levels for transmission affect not only
the lifetime performance, but also the relative performance of the optimal and the
suboptimal algorithms.
If we keep refining the transmission power levels, it will provide closer approxi-
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Figure 3.5: Four transmission power levels with equal transition probability
mation to the continuous energy case, where the SSP method can return the best
solution. However, the complexity increases exponentially with the size of the state
space, which makes the SSP infeasible to use.
3.5 Brief Summary
In this chapter, we investigated the relay selection strategy in single S −D scenario
for network lifetime maximization. The SSP approach is the optimal solution by
dynamically choosing the relay in each time slot. The decision chart can be generated
offline given the fading channel statistics and then implemented to select the best relay
in each time slot given a certain state information (E,W). The suboptimal prediction-
based relay selection algorithm, on the other hand, provides a simpler energy-aware
selection scheme whose complexity does not depend on the setting of transmission
power levels.
However, it is rare that only a single user participates in the network. Instead,
more than one user transmits data simultaneously with different data rates. In the
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next chapter, we will study the PA scheme for the multiple S −D pairs scenario.
Chapter 4




4.1.1 Network Model and Lifetime Definition
The PLA algorithm [19] has been well established for the single source-destination
pair. For each data collection slot, the relay which can provide the maximum per-
ceived lifetime is selected based on the assumption that future channel gains remain
unchanged.
In this chapter, we extend the result to the multiple source-destination pairs. For
each data collection slot, there are M sources sending signals simultaneously to the
corresponding destinations via a relay selected by this pair. Each S − D pair(user)
selects a different relay. Orthogonal channels are used for the transmission over
different S −D pairs, thus there is no interference across different S −D pairs. For
each S −D pair, the network model is identical with that in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.1).
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Figure 4.1: A network model of relay selection for multiple S −D pairs
Consider a network consisting of M S−D pairs and N relays, as shown in Figure
4.1. The network lifetime (LT ) for the multiple S−D scenario is defined as the time




t : C l (t) ≥ Rl, for l = 1, · · · ,M
}
where C l (t) denotes the achieved data rate by the lth S−D pair at time t; Rl denotes
the target data rate for the lth S −D pair.




t : ∃l s.t. C l (t) < Rl, for l = 1, · · · ,M
}




1. nlk(t) as the perceived lifetime the kth relay can provide for the lth S −D pair;
2. nl (t) =
[
nl1 (t) , n
l
2 (t) , · · · , nlN (t)
]
as the perceived lifetime vector indicating
the perceived lifetime each relay can provide to the lth S −D pair;
3. N (t) =
[
n1 (t) ;n2 (t) ; · · · ;nM (t)
]
as the perceived lifetime matrix indicating
the perceived lifetime each relay can provide for each S −D pair.
The method for obtaining the perceived lifetime has been established in [19]. In
each time slot, the perceived lifetime nlk (t) the kth relay can provide to the lth user
can be computed as











1 + Psblk (t)
)




for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
From 4.1.1, the perceived lifetime for all the S −D pairs can be exhausted and then
the perceived lifetime matrix N (t) can be formed. N (t) is a M × N matrix with
rows and columns corresponding to the indices of users and relays, respectively. It
represents the maximum perceived lifetime that each relay can provide to each S−D
pair according to the corresponding channel conditions.
In a multiple-user network, the number of users has to be less than or equal to
that of relays (i.e., M ≤ N) since a relay will only serve a unique S − D pair. Let
k∗l (t) denote the relay index which applies to the user l at time t. The relay selection
for multiple S −D pairs is essentially a mapping scheme from a relay to a user. Let
πk = [k(1),k(2), · · · ]
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denote the mapping scheme at each time slot, where k(t) indicates the mapping from
relays to users, i.e.,
k∗(t) = [k∗1(t), k
∗
2(t), · · · , k∗M(t)]
where k∗l denotes the relay index which applies to the user l.
Clearly, the mapping scheme k∗(t) determines the residual energy vector,
εk∗ (t) =
[
εk∗1 (t), εk∗2 (t), · · · , εk∗M (t)
]






(t), · · · , nMk∗M (t)
]






perceived lifetime the relay k∗l (t) can provide to user l.





for l = 1, · · · ,M
Therefore, the relay selection problem can be formulated as finding an optimal




Based on the lifetime definition, we try to prolong the time when the first data
collection failure happens. It is equivalent to developing a mapping strategy such
that the minimum user’s lifetime is maximized.
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4.2 Algorithm Description
We focus on myopic relay selection where the mapping strategies try to maximize the
perceived network lifetime at each time slot. We will propose four mapping strategies.
To better demonstrate the algorithms, we define the optimal priority vector (OPV)
Aopt = [A1, A2, · · · , AM ]opt
where Al denotes the selection priority given to user l. The OPV is the priority order
to be used to determine the mapping strategy.
In addition, we denote two sets: Su and Sr, where Su contains all the users’ indices;
Sr consists of all the relays’ index (i.e., Su = {1, · · · ,M} , Sr = {1, · · · , N})
With notation simplicity, we drop the time index t, with the understanding that
the notations are with respect to the time slot t.
4.2.1 Optimal Solution - Max-Min Algorithm
Exhaustive Search
According to the design criterion, our goal is to maximize minimum network lifetime.
Therefore, the selection strategy in each time slot should guarantee that the user with
minimum lifetime is maximized










In multiple users, it is essentially a one-to-one network where each user is sup-
ported by a single relay. For a given network with M users and N relays, all the
possible user-relay pairs are equivalent to assigning M out of N relays to total M
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users. As a result, the number of all the possible user-relay pairs is




 = N !(N −M)! = N · (N − 1) · · · · · (N −M + 1)
We can build up a complete mapping space Sexh which consists of all the possible
PNM mapping strategies. In each strategy, the user with the minimum perceived











where lp∗ denotes the user index with the minimum perceived lifetime in the pth
strategy.












where n∗k∗ denotes the minimum perceived lifetime vector; p
∗ denotes the optimal
mapping strategy.
Note that it is possible to have multiple strategies which can give the same max-
min network lifetime. In this case, the next round comparison among the rest of the
user-relay pairs is needed until a unique max-min solution (i.e., the optimal strategy)
is found.
The exhaustive search is described in Table 4.1.
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for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
Step 2: Complete all the possible PNM mapping strategies







(2) Initialize the comparison index p ∈ Sexh =
{
1, · · · , PNM
}
and set p = 1
Step 3: Comparison: Su = {1, · · · ,M} , Sr = {1, · · · , N}










2) p = p+ 1, if p ∈ Sexh, go to Step 3.










If p∗ is not unique, renew and let Sexh only contain p
∗, go to (3)





























for l = 1, · · · ,M
Table 4.1: An optimal solution - exhaustive search
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Priority Search
Now we introduce another method – a priority search approach. Instead of exhausting
all the possible user-relay pairs, we conduct another search - user’s priority search.
We try to find out all the possible permutations of user’s index and treat it as the
priority order by which the selection strategies are established. Based on that, we
choose the optimal strategy that satisfies the max-min design criterion. It can be
shown that the priority search is the real max-min approach. In other words, it has
the same performance as the exhaustive search. [Proof : Appendix D]
We build up a priority matrix
Aper =
[
A1;A2; · · · ;AM!
]
, Ap = [Ap1, A
p
2, · · · , A
p
M ] (4.2.1)
where Aper denotes the priority matrix; A
p denotes the pth priority order vector; Apl
denotes the lth user’s priority order in the pth priority order vector.
Based on (4.2.1), in each priority order vector, the user with the highest priority
























k1∗;k2∗; · · · ;kM!∗
]
, kp∗ = [kp∗1 , k
p∗
2 , · · · , k
p∗
M ] (4.2.4)
where K∗per denotes the mapping matrix; k
p∗ denotes the mapping from users to
relays in the pth priority order vector.
From (4.2.4), the corresponding perceived lifetime given by each selected relay can
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, · · · , nMkp∗M
]
(4.2.5)
where Nk∗ denotes the perceived lifetime matrix after having done the mapping; nkp∗
denotes the perceived lifetime given by the selected relays under the pth priority
order.
Note that Aper, K
∗
per and Nk∗ are all M ! × M matrices and they are closely
connected with one another. The rows of those matrices represent all the possible
mapping strategies (i.e., the user’s priority index). The meanings of columns are
given in Table 4.2.
Matrix Meaning of columns
Aper The selection priority order of all users
K∗per The specific mapping from relays to users based on Aper
Nk∗ The lifetime given by the selected relays based on the mapping scheme K
∗
per
Table 4.2: The meanings of columns of three important matrices
From Table 4.2, we can choose the optimal mapping strategy k∗opt from K
∗
per such
that the minimum value of nk∗opt is maximized among Nk∗ .
The priority search algorithm is given in Table 4.3.
In each time slot, the perceived lifetime matrix is given by step 1 in which certain





have to be satisfied respectively.
In step 2, the initialization of the full permutation matrix which contains M ! user
priority vectors is required.
In step 3, the mapping procedure is conducted for each permutation. In 1) and 2),
the user index with the highest priority is selected and then the best relay is picked.
Then, the user and relay’s indices are removed from the corresponding set in 3). After
all the users have made the selection, the minimum lifetime is obtained in 4). So far,
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for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
Step 2: Initialize the full permutation matrix and permutation index
(1) Aper =
[
A1;A2; · · · ;AM!
]
per
(2) p ∈ Sper = {1, · · · ,M !} and set p = 1
Step 3: Mapping: Su = {1, · · · ,M} , Sr = {1, · · · , N}


















3) Su = Su\lp∗,Sr = Sr\kp∗l∗ , if Su ̸= ∅, go to Step 3.










5) p = p+ 1, if p ∈ Sper, go to Step 3.










If p∗ is not unique, renew and let Sper only contain p
∗, go to (3)





























for l = 1, · · · ,M
Table 4.3: An alternative optimal solution - priority search
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a one time mapping procedure is done and then the permutation index p is updated.
After having done the priority search of the permutation matrix, the optimal user
priority index p∗ can be obtained by searching the maximum value in the estab-
lished minimum lifetime vector in (3). The optimal selection strategy can thereby be
established according to p∗.
Note that the next round comparison described in the previous section needs to
be gone through if unique p∗ cannot be found immediately.
4.2.2 Suboptimal Solution - “Worst-Case” Greedy
The priority search approach is carried out by exhausting all the possible priority
orders from which the optimal is selected so that the design criterion is met. However,
the exhaustive search is executed with high computational complexity. In this section,
we propose a “worst-case” greedy algorithm with low complexity, where the priority
order is computed only once.
Conventionally, the greedy approach tends to select the optimal immediate choice.
Specifically, it is trying to map the best relay to the user and give the longest life-
time to the user who experiences strong channel conditions, while leaving alone the
worst user. It results in the growing lifetime disparity between the “haves and have-
nots”, which exactly contradicts our design criterion (i.e., maximizes the minimum
node’s lifetime). Hence, the conventional greedy approach fails to provide the optimal
solution, and even produces a unique worst possible solution.
On the other hand, when we look at it from the network lifetime perspective, we
develop a modified greedy approach, called “worst-case” greedy, where the highest
priority will be given to the user with the worst perceived lifetime. In other words,
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for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
The “worst-case” greedy algorithm is given in Table 4.4.













for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
Step 2: Mapping Su = {1, · · · ,M} , Sr = {1, · · · , N}

























(3) Su = Su\l∗, r = Sr\k∗l∗
If Su ̸= ∅, go to Step 2.
Step 3: End: The mapping strategy and corresponding PA are achieved












for l = 1, · · · ,M
Table 4.4: A suboptimal solution - “worst-case” greedy
From Table 4.4, we know that the mapping strategy obtained by the “worst-case”
greedy approach is essentially one of the full permutation mapping strategies described
in the previous section. The priority search approach tries to do an exhaustive search
of all possible priority orders, whereas the “worst-case” greedy picks up one of them
according to the “worst-case” criterion. As a result, the complexity of the “worst-
case” greedy approach is significantly lower than that of the priority search approach.
With regard to performance, the “worse-case” greedy algorithm is the suboptimal
approach, where the priority order selected by “worst-case” greedy may not necessar-
ily be the one that satisfies the max-min design criterion. Hence, the performance of
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the “worst-case” greedy approach should be slightly worse than that of the max-min
approach.
4.2.3 Benchmark - User Priority Round-Robin (UPRR)
In previous sections, all the algorithms have certain priority determination schemes:
maximizing the minimum node’s lifetime is the design criterion in the exhaustive
search, while the user experiencing the worst channel conditions would be given pri-
ority in the “worst-case” greedy approach. For benchmark performance comparison,
we consider a user priority round-robin method, where each user will be evenly given
the priority to select the best relay in a circular order.




, where ARRl denotes the lth user’s priority index. At each slot, ARR
rotates circularly from 1 to M ; i.e., for example M = 4
ARR = {1, 2, 3, 4} =⇒ {4, 1, 2, 3} =⇒ {3, 4, 1, 2} =⇒ {2, 3, 4, 1}
Unlike the priority search method, where all the selection priorities are exhausted,
and the “worst-case” greedy, where the priority is given to the “urgent” user with
the worst perceived lifetime, the UPRR gives the selection priority in turn without
considering the channel conditions. As a result, it can be used as the benchmark for
performance comparison.
The UPRR approach is given in Table 4.5.
4.2.4 Computational Complexity Analysis
Finally, we will theoretically analyze the computational complexity (CC) of all the
methods proposed above.
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for l = 1, · · · ,M ; k = 1, · · · , N
Step 2: Mapping Su = {1, · · · ,M} , Sr = {1, · · · , N}
























(3) Su = Su\l∗, r = Sr\k∗l∗
If Su ̸= ∅, go to Step 2.
Step 3: End: The mapping strategy and corresponding PA are achieved












for l = 1, · · · ,M
Table 4.5: The benchmark - user priority round-robin
Exhaustive Search
The exhaustive search is comprised of four main steps:
1. Complete all the possible N · (N − 1) · · · · · (N −M + 1) user-relay mappings.
2. For each mapping, the min {LT} needs to be determined among M users.
3. The best mapping strategy is chosen such that max {min {LT}} is satisfied.
4. If there are more than one mapping strategies that can give the same max {min {LT}},
remove that user and compare the rest until a unique strategy is found.
For the last step, we have to consider two extreme cases:
1. If the unique strategy is determined by doing the comparison among M ! map-





2. If the unique strategy is determined until the comparison is done for the last














according to the complexity in searching for the unique mapping strat-
egy.
Priority Search
In the priority search, the mapping strategy is determined according to the full per-
mutation priority matrix. For each mapping strategy, the best relay is selected in
turn based on the priority index. Steps 2-4 are the same as that in the previous
section. It can be shown that the complexity of the priority search does not depend
on the complexity of the search for the unique mapping strategy. The complexity of






The “worst-case” greedy algorithm can be broken down into three main steps:
1. The min {LT} is chosen from the lifetime matrix and the corresponding user
index is determined.
2. The priority of the selected user is sorted out to the top of the priority vector.
3. The best relay is selected.
Note that the procedure illustrated above has to be gone through M times in
order to complete the mappings for all users. After each user has completed the
mapping, the user and the selected relay have to be removed. It can be shown that
the complexity of the “worst-case” greedy algorithm is O (M3).
User Priority Round-Robin
The user priority round-robin approach can be broken down into two steps:
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1. The user with the highest priority order is selected from the round-robin index.
2. The best relay is selected.
In the user priority round-robin approach, the user with the highest priority should
be determined amongM−i users. Then, the best relay is selected in turn according to
priority order. The complexity of the user priority round-robin algorithm is O (MN).
[Derivation of computational complexity for all the algorithms: Appendix E]
Trade-off Analysis
In this section, we will compare the complexity among all the algorithms and study
the trade-off as well as preferable conditions.














“worst-case” greedy O (M3)
user priority round-robin O (MN)
Table 4.6: Computational Complexity comparison
Table 4.6, we can see that two algorithms for the optimal solutions have comparable
complexity. Because they both serve as optimal solutions, we will study the difference
in complexity between them.
In order to better interpret the feature among different user-relay combinations,
we borrow technical terms from the field of electronics: network “load” (i.e., “light-
load”, “half-load” , “heavy-load” and “full-load”).
Let ρ = M
N
be the network “load” coefficient, which ranges from 0 to 1. The
network is viewed as “light-load” if the number of users is significantly less than that
of relays (i.e., 2 ≤ M ≤ N
2
); “half-load” (i.e., M = N
2
) ; “heavy-load” if the number of
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users is close to that of relays (i.e., N
2
< M < N); “full-load” if relays support the same
number of users (i.e., M = N). We will apply the notation M (users) × N (relays)
in the following sections.
We first consider the extreme case – “full-load” case (i.e., ρ = 1), where the com-













in the priority search. Apparently, the complexity
of the priority search is equal to that of the upper bound of the exhaustive search.
Therefore, in the “full-load” case, the exhaustive search is preferable.
When ρ < 1 and N = 1
ρ


































Now we fix the number of users and try to gradually enlarge the network size.
From Figure 4.2∼4.4, we know that the exhaustive search is only desirable for the
“heavy-load” case. In the two-user case (M = 2), the exhaustive search predominates
over the whole “heavy-load” regime. With the increase of users, the intersection
between the lower bound of the exhaustive search and the priority search gradually
moves toward the “full-load” line. This means the priority search is much more
preferable with lower complexity when the network supports a large number of users.
For two suboptimal algorithms, the “worst-case” greedy and user priority round-
robin have similar complexity and thereby the preference should be mainly determined
by the performance.
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upper−bound of exhaustive search
lower−bound of exhaustive search
priority search
Figure 4.2: Complexity comparison for M=2






















upper−bound of exhaustive search
lower−bound of exhaustive search
priority search
Figure 4.3: Complexity comparison for M=4
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Complexity comparision with fixed number of users M=10
 
 
upper−bound of exhaustive search
lower−bound of exhaustive search
priority search
Figure 4.4: Complexity comparison for M=10
4.3 Simulation Results
In this section, we will provide the numerical results, making comparisons among four
algorithms in the following five scenarios:
1. Network lifetime with equal initial energy setting.
2. All users’ lifetime.
3. Waste energy in each relay when network lifetime is achieved.
4. Network lifetime with asymmetrical initial energy splitting among relays.
5. Network lifetime with asymmetrical required data rates among users.
In scenario 1, we compare the network lifetime (i.e., the minimum lifetime among
all users), where the initial energy of relays is equally allocated. Then, based on the
results of scenario 1, we obtain all other users’ lifetime. Moreover, the efficiency of
the energy consumption of each relay is compared in scenario 3. In scenario 4, we
study the effect of unequal initial energy setting among relays on the network lifetime
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performance. Finally, we will investigate what happens with network lifetime if each
user is applied to different data rate requirement.
We consider two types of channel setting: regular setting and random setting. In
the regular setting, source-destination pairs and relays are symmetrically allocated
such that the distances from sources to relays and from relays to destinations are
identical respectively, which ensures that the fading channels are independently and
identically distributed (i.i.d) across users. In the random setting, source-destination
pairs and relays are randomly placed. In this case, different source-destination pairs




Figure 4.5: Simulation configuration for the regular setting
In the regular setting, shown in Figure 4.5, all the source-destination pairs are
placed at the same locations S1∼4(−16, 0), D1∼4(14, 0) and four relays are deployed at
the coordinates R1R3(0, 7),R2R4(0,−7), which results in the same channel conditions
for all users. The initial energy is equally set as ε = [10J, · · · , 10J]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
. We assume fading
channels with the path-loss exponent αpath = 2 and the noise variance σn = 10
−4W .
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In our work, two user-relay combinations (2×2 and 2×4) are considered, together
with three correlation rates (0.999, 0.99, i.i.d) across time slots, where α = 0.999 is
close to the static channel condition, and i.i.d represents the independent fading
conditions.
Network Lifetime
Let us first compare the performance of different strategies given the same fading
channel conditions experienced in each user and the symmetrical initial energy setting.
The performance is solely determined by the mapping strategy itself.
From Figures 4.6∼4.7, it is obvious that the max-min approach gives the max-
imum network lifetime, followed by the “worst-case” greedy approach. The user
priority round-robin gives the worst performance, which, as we expected, serves as
the benchmark.
All Users’ Lifetime
The network lifetime shown in the previous section is achieved as the time duration
until the first failure of transmission happens. In this section, we obtain all users’
lifetime.
From Figure 4.8∼4.11, as we expected, the max-min approach shows the maximum
average value of lifetime, followed by the “worst-case” greedy approach. The UPRR
approach serves as the benchmark with the minimum average lifetime. Similar with
the analysis in the previous section, the lifetime difference enlarges with the increase
of fading rate.
Additionally, all the mapping strategies have shown similar lifetime behavior
among users. In other words, each user gives the similar value of lifetime compared
with others. Intuitively, the UPRR approach should have the most significant lifetime
difference among users because it decides the user priority without considering fading
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"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.6: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4)

























"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.7: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4)
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"user priority" round robin
 
 
Figure 4.8: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with α=0.99
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Figure 4.9: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with i.i.d
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Figure 4.10: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with α=0.99









































"user priority" round robin
 
 
Figure 4.11: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with i.i.d
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channel conditions. It could happen that the user first supported by the best relay
ends up with much longer perceived lifetime, while the performance of the last user
becomes much worse. It does not, however, happen in the regular setting. All the
users share the same channel statistics and experience i.i.d fading channels, which
leads to equal benefits from all relays and thus makes little difference of perceived
lifetime among users. The comparison of this scenario in the random setting will be
illustrated later.
Relays’ Waste Energy
In this section, we mainly focus on the waste energy of each relay after network
lifetime is achieved. The efficiency of relay use among different mapping strategies
is the main comparison metric. We do the simulations under three target data rates
(1.0, 1.5, 2.0).
From Figures 4.12∼4.15, we can see that the max-min approach has the minimum
relay waste energy, mainly because it can give a network the longest lifetime, which
contributes to the efficient use of relays. The behavior of waste energy is reversely
proportional to the network lifetime given a network “load” condition. With the raise
of required data rate, more residual energy is left at each relay due to the increased
transmit power requirement for a higher SNR threshold.
Moreover, note that more energy is wasted when the network is “full-loaded”.
But this tendency is significant in the UPRR benchmark. When the network “load”
becomes heavier (i.e., more users are participated in), the UPRR strategy has shown
inability to efficiently use relays and hence greatly deteriorates the network perfor-
mance. In other approaches, the network “load” condition does not affect the effi-
ciency use of relays.
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Data Rate = 1.5(bps/Hz)
 
 















Data Rate = 2.0(bps/Hz)
 
 
Figure 4.12: Relays’ waste energy (2x4) with α=0.99
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Data Rate = 1.5(bps/Hz)
 
 















Data Rate = 2.0(bps/Hz)
 
 
Figure 4.13: Relays’ waste energy (2x4) with i.i.d
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Figure 4.14: Relays’ waste energy (4x4) with α=0.99
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Data Rate = 2.0(bps/Hz)
 
 
Figure 4.15: Relays’ waste energy (4x4) with i.i.d
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Asymmetrical Initial Energy Setting
All the simulations in the previous sections apply to the symmetrical initial energy
setting. However, in practice, the relaying infrastructures are battery-operated and
can barely guarantee the equal initial energy profile. Therefore, it is necessary to
discuss the influence of unequal initial energy splitting among relays on the network
performance. We conduct the simulations by varying the initial energy ratio between
two relays from 1 to 10 under a total energy constraint of 20J. The increase of ratio
means more uneven initial energy setting among relays. In addition, we consider the
slow fading case (α = 0.99) with two types of data rate (R = 1.0, 2.0).
From Figures 4.16∼4.17, we find out that all the mapping strategies show a similar
drop of network lifetime, but the max-min approach still keeps the advantage of
network performance. As a result, the asymmetrical initial energy setting does not
affect the optimality of the max-min approach.
4.3.2 Random Setting
Network Setup
In the random setting, all the source-destination pairs and relays are randomly
placed, as shown in Figure 4.18. The equal initial energy profile is still adopted
ε = [10J, · · · , 10J]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
. We assume fading channels with the path-loss exponent αpath =
2 and the noise variance σn = 10
−4W .
Because the random setting is more practical and close to a real channel environ-
ment, we conduct simulations under four types of network “load” (2 × 2, 2 × 4, 4 ×
4, 4× 8) accompanied by four correlation rates across symbols (0.99, 0.95, 0.90, i.i.d).
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"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.16: Asymmetrical initial energy setting (2x2) with R=1.0























"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.17: Asymmetrical initial energy setting (2x2) with R=2.0
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Figure 4.18: Simulation configuration for the random setting
Network Lifetime
From Figures 4.19∼4.22, we can see that the performance of the max-min and the
“worst-case” greedy approaches are comparable, while the user priority round-robin is
still at the bottom. There is a decreasing trend of network lifetime when the channel
varies faster.
All users’ Lifetime
From Figures 4.23∼4.30, the behavior of all users’ lifetime in the max-min and the
“worst-case” greedy approaches stay the same as that in the regular setting, while
the discrepancy can be easily seen in the UPRR. Due to the best channel conditions
in user 2, the disadvantage of UPRR can be clearly observed, especially in Figure
4.30, where it shows the widest gap between users 2 and 4 at data rate R=1.0.
The simulation results keep consistent with the analysis in the algorithm description
section.
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Figure 4.19: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (2x2)





















"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.20: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4)
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"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.21: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4)





















"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.22: Network lifetime vs. required data rate (4x8)
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Figure 4.23: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with α=0.99
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Figure 4.24: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with α=0.95
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Figure 4.25: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with α=0.90
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Figure 4.26: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (2x4) with i.i.d
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Figure 4.27: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with α=0.99
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Figure 4.28: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with α=0.95
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Figure 4.29: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with α=0.90
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Figure 4.30: Users’ lifetime vs. required data rate (4x4) with i.i.d
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Figure 4.31: Relays’ waste energy (2x4) with α=0.99
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Figure 4.32: Relays’ waste energy (2x4) with i.i.d
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Figure 4.33: Relays’ waste energy (4x4) with α=0.99
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Figure 4.34: Relays’ waste energy (4x4) with i.i.d
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Relays’ Waste Energy
From Figures 4.31∼4.34, we have similar results as shown in the regular setting. The
random setting does not affect the efficient use of relays in the max-min approach.
Asymmetrical Initial Energy Setting























"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.35: Asymmetrical initial energy setting (2x2) with α=0.99 and R=1.0
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Figure 4.36: Asymmetrical initial energy setting (2x2) with α=0.99 and R=2.0
From Figures 4.35∼4.36, we see the similar network performance. The asym-
metrical initial energy setting takes effect on network lifetime among all mapping
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strategies, but the max-min approach still take the leading position.
Asymmetrical Data Rates Requirement
In this section, we investigate the effect of unequal data rate requirements among users
on the network performance. We conduct three experiments with a 2 × 4 user-relay
pair (i.e., SD1∼2, R1∼4 shown in Figure 4.18 under a slow fading channel condition
(i.e., α = 0.99).
Both users have:
1. symmetrically increased data rate requirements and R1 < R2.
2. symmetrically increased data rate requirements and R1 > R2.
3. asymmetrical data rate settings.
Detailed information is given in Table 4.7.
Data Rate pairs
Experiment1
R1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
R2 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
Experiment2
R1 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0
R2 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
Experiment3
R1 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
R2 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.0
Table 4.7: Experiments for the asymmetrical data rate setting
From the network setting Figure 4.18, we know that user 2 has better channel
conditions for both links. From Figure 4.37, the network has a shorter lifetime when
the user who experiences poor channel conditions transmits at a higher rate (i.e.,
R1 > R2), which gives rise to a higher probability of falling into deep fade and hence
more power consumption is required. In addition, compared with the case R1 < R2,
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"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.37: Network lifetime vs. symmetrical data rate pairs (2x4) with α=0.99
R1 > R2 leads to quick residual energy depletion at each relay, resulting in the quick
transmission failure occurred at user 1.






















"user priority" round robin
Figure 4.38: Network lifetime vs. asymmetrical data rate pairs (2x4)
Figure 4.38 shows the comparison between the regular and the random setting in
experiment 3. In the regular channel setting, owing to the exact same channels in both
users, the network lifetime has shown symmetrical behavior. In the random setting,
there can be found an increasing trend at the first three rate pairs, which results
from the gradually decreased transmit data rate at user 2 who has strong channel
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conditions and hence predominates the network lifetime. On the other hand, with
the on-going increase of the transmit data rate at user 1, the network lifetime shows
a significant drop at the last three pairs, where user 1 is in the dominant position.
To conclude, network lifetime is subject to the so-called “wooden barrel princi-
ple”, in which the user who experiences the worst channel conditions determines the
network lifetime.
4.4 Brief Summary
In this chapter, we studied the optimal mapping strategies for the multiple S − D
pairs. The network lifetime in this scenario is defined as the time when the first failure
of transmission occurs. According to it, we developed two optimal solutions which
are the max-min approach, where the user with the minimum lifetime is maximized.
With regard to complexity, the priority search is more desirable than the exhaustive
search for a wide number of users in the network. The priority search, however,
is still complex to implement for a large sized network. To reduce implementation
complexity, the “worst-case” greedy approach was created. In addition, we adopted
the user priority round-robin as the comparison benchmark. From the numerical
results, the “worst-case” greedy approach has a comparable performance with much
lower complexity compared with the optimal solutions. As a result, the “worst-case”
greedy approach is preferable as a close approximation to the optimal solution when
the network is a large-scale.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
In the thesis, we have studied the OPA for three scenarios: relay cooperation, relay
selection for a single source-destination pair and relay selection for multiple source-
destination pairs. Based on the theoretical analysis and simulation results, we can
make conclusions from the research as follows.
First, in prediction-based relay cooperation, the prediction-based method can be
used to efficiently predict future channel CSI in slow fading channels and therefore give
better performance than established PLA algorithm. With regard to the complexity,
the complexity of prediction-based algorithm is associated with the prediction steps:
the more the channel prediction steps, the higher the complexity.
Next, the SSP approach can be used as the optimal relay selection scheme in
the single source-destination scenario, but the complexity is exponentially boosted
in terms of the network size. A trade-off has to be determined between SSP and
prediction-based relay selection scheme based on the given network size, initial energy
setting and transmission power levels.
Finally, the max-min approach serves as the optimal user-relay mapping solution
in the multiple source-destination scenario, followed by the ”worst-case” greedy ap-
proach. As the optimal solution, the exhaustive search has a lower complexity when
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the network is ”heavy-loaded”, while the priority search is preferable for a ”light-
loaded” network. On the other hand, the suboptimal solution, ”worst-case” greedy,
has a comparable performance with lower complexity, compared with the max-min
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6.2.1 Proof of Eq.(2.3.7)
In PLA approach, the predicted CSI is given by ĥ(t+ t0) = h(t)
MSEPLA = E


























|u(t+ t0 − i)|2
}
= (1− αt0)σ2h + 1−α
2t0
1−α2 (1− α
2)σ2h = (1− αt0) σ2h + (1− α2t0)σ2h
6.2.2 Proof of Eq.(2.3.8)
In Kalman prediction method, the predicted CSI is given by ĥ(t+ t0) = α
t0h(t)
MSEKAL = E
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We intend to find the maximum value of
f (Pk (t) , · · · , Pk (t+ n (t)))=
n(t)∑
t0=0
µt0γk (Pk (t+ t0)) (6.3.2)
with the condition that
g (Pk (t) , · · · , Pk (t+ n (t))) =
n(t)∑
t0=0
Pk (t+ t0) ≤ εk (t) (6.3.3)
The Lagrange function associated with (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) is
Γk (Pk (t) , · · · , Pk (t+ n (t)) , λk) =
n(t)∑
t0=0
µt0γk (Pk (t+ t0))−λk
 n(t)∑
t0=0
Pk (t+ t0)− εk (t)

for k = 1, · · · , N





= 0, if 0 < Pk (t) < εk (t)
≥ 0, if Pk (t) = 0
≤ 0, if Pk (t) = εk (t)
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Proof: priority search is equivalent to the real max-min solution
Let us consider the case with M users, thus there are a total of M ! possible
priority order vectors, which form the priority order space Spri. We assume that the
optimal priority vector is given by Aopt = [A1, A2, · · · , AM ]opt. We denote k∗opt as the
optimal mapping strategy given by the optimal priority order vector Aopt; nk∗opt as








If any user does not conform to this rule, other mapping strategies (i.e., k′∗) and







> max {min {nk′∗}} , ∀k′∗






given by Aopt is exactly the real max-min solution.
Assume that the lth user does not comply with the rule. In other words, the lth
user does not choose the best relay, but someone else. We denote nl as the perceived
lifetime given by the best relay; n′l as the perceived lifetime given by other relays after
the lth user changes the selection rule. Obviously, the lth user’s behavior may have
an effect on all the succeeding users’ selections. We will exploit the induction method
to prove it.
Let us first study the influence the lth user exerts on the immediate succeeding
user (l+1). The lth user’s behavior may lead to three outcomes on the (l+1)th user:
1. The n′l+1 is increased if the relay preoccupied by the lth user is better than the
one that the (l + 1)′th user has.
2. The n′l+1 remains the same if the lth user does not choose the one that the
(l + 1)th user chooses and the relay released by the lth user is not better than
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that which the (l + 1)th user has.
3. The n′l+1 is decreased if the lth user happens to choose the one that the (l+1)th
user chooses and pushes the (l + 1)th user to choose something else which is
worse.
In case 1, the raised perceived lifetime of user (l+1) indicates that user (l+1) takes
the priority order that the user l has, which leads to the simple switch of the priority
order between them. In case 2, although the perceived lifetime of user (l + 1) is
unchanged, user l’s priority order is dropped because of its violation of the selection
rule. The drop of user l’s priority order is equivalent to the increase of user (l + 1)’s
priority order. So the direct result from case 1 and 2 is that user l and user (l + 1)
switch their priority order. In case 3, both users choose the relays which are worse
than they preoccupied, so the same conclusion cannot be easily drawn. However,
although their relative priority order remains the same, they may switch priority
order with other succeeding user l′ who happen to choose a better relay. If we look at
the user l and (l+1) as a whole, user l′’s priority order can be considered as increased
and switched with that of the user l and (l + 1).
The analysis above is the effect on the immediate succeeding user (l + 1), which
is shown to be the rearrangement of priority order between them, or among other
succeeding users. Each succeeding user (i.e., l + 2, · · · ,M) has to lie in one of the
three cases demonstrated above. To make an induction, we can consider two extreme
cases:
1. The selection of each succeeding user (i.e., l + 1, l + 2, · · · ,M) is changed by
choosing the best relay preoccupied by its immediate preceding user.
2. The selection of each succeeding user remains unchanged.
In case 1, all the succeeding users’ perceived lifetime is increased, except for the lth
user. In fact, it is equivalent to user l’s priority being taken to the bottom. In case
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2, the perceived lifetime of all the succeeding users is unchanged, except for the user
l. As a result, we can make the same conclusion as case 1.
From the analysis of the above two extreme cases, we know that user l’s illegal
selection essentially leads to a rearrangement of the succeeding users’ priority orders
(i.e., A′), which have to belong to the priority order space Spri which contains M !
priority order vectors (i.e., A′ ∈ Spri). Note that we made an assumption at the
beginning that the priority vector Aopt gives the unique max-min solution. It means
that the max {min {nk′∗}} given by other priority order vectors has to be less than
the unique max-min solution. Therefore, it is proven that the solution given by the
priority search is the real max-min solution.
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6.5 Appendix E
Derivations of computational complexity(CC) for all the algorithms in Chapter 4
6.5.1 Exhaustive Search
For each time slot, there are a total of mapping [N · (N − 1) · · · · · (N −M + 1)]
strategies. For each strategy, the min {LT} should be picked up amongM users. After
obtaining all the min {LT}, the optimal strategy with max {min {LT}} is determined.
If the optimal strategy is determined by doing the comparison among all the
mapping strategies only once, the CC in this case is given by




which essentially serves as the lower bound.
Otherwise, the comparison among the rest users should be conducted until the
unique optimal strategy is found.
If the unique strategy is determined until the comparison is done for the last user.
In this case, the CC is computed as
[N · (N − 1) · · · · · (N −M + 1)]
M−1∑
i=0

















where i ∈ {0, · · · ,M − 1} denotes the comparison index. After each comparison, the
corresponding user should be removed. It is considered as the upper bound of CC.
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To conclude, the CC of exhaustive search is basically between the lower and upper
bound, which depends on the uniqueness of max {min {LT}} value.
6.5.2 Priority Search
For each time slot, there are a total of M ! priority permutations and each of them
includes user’s priority index by which each user chooses the best relay. The CC for



























Then, the procedure demonstrated in exhaustive search should be repeated. Similarly,
we should also consider the two extreme cases:
For the lower bound, the optimal strategy is determined by doing the comparison
among M ! priority permutations only once


































From (6.5.1) and (6.5.2), the leading term keeps the same even though the upper
bound is considered. Therefore, the CC of priority search algorithm does not depend
on the uniqueness search of max {min {LT}}.
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6.5.3 “Worst-Case” Greedy
To begin with, the minimum lifetime is chosen from the lifetime matrix with (M −
i)(N − i) elements
M−1∑
i=0
(M − i) (N − i) = MN +
M−1∑
i=0
[i2 − (M +N) i]






















Then, a sorting operation is applied among {1, · · · , (M − i)} users to sort out the
user with the highest priority order
M−1∑
i=0
log2 (M − i) = log2 (M · (M − 1) · · · · · 1) = log2 (M !) ≈ O (M log2M)
Finally, the best relay is picked up from N − i relays
M−1∑
i=0
(N − i) = M
2








Therefore, we choose the complexity with the highest order O (M3) as the “worst-
case” greedy algorithm CC.
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6.5.4 User Priority Round-Robin
First, the user index is chosen from round-robin index with total M − i elements
M−1∑
i=0
(M − i) = M
2















As a result, the user priority round-robin algorithm has the CC with O (MN).
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